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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTlON 
The forest industry complex in Oklahoma .is in a constant state of 
growth to meet present and future demands for wood products. The 
addition of several new mills, including one of the. world's largest 
paper mills, calls for increased.wood production per acre. This demand 
will be met only by tr.ee improvement '.,programs and more intense manage-
ment practices. At present inost'.of Oklahoma's .five million acres of 
commercial forests are grdwing shortleaf pine. (Pinus echina.ta Mill.) in 
pure or mixed stands. 
A tree improvement program was in.itiated in the fall of 1966 by 
Oklahoma Sfa~e Un:1,.versity's Forestry Department for the production of 
improved shortleaf and loblolly pine· seed. At the time of conception 
it was assumed that Oklahoma contained tnore·than one population of 
shortleaf · pine because of geographic difference. Therefore,, two seed 
orchards were established', one fo.r areas higher than 1000 feet above 
sea level, or north of·the Ouachita'mountains, and another for areas 
less . than 1000 feet .above sea level. · This study was begun during the 
same period to aid in dete,rmining if this division of .the seed orchards 
was necessary. 
Increased wood production depends upon.many variables. Several, 
of the more important of these are: 
1. Specific gravity 
2. Summerwood percentage 
3. Rings per inch 
4. Tracheid length 
The pattern of variation and relat.ionship's· between these .variables are 
of great importance to a tree improvement program (1) (2). 
Specific gravity is bf major importance' to both lumber and pulp 
production. An increase'in specific gravity yields lumber with greater 
strength properties, (3) and wood dry weight· can be increased as much as 
50 pounds per cord with an increase of 0.01 in spec;ific gravity (4), 
Sum:nerwood percentage has been found to be strortgly associated with · 
specific gravity by many researchers (5) (6) (7). Rings per inch (a 
measure of' radial· growth) is of major importance in increasing wood 
production· per acre. Tracheid length· and, wall thickness hav.e been used 
by the paper industry to aid in determining quaiity, strength, and type 
of paper, produced:, Sununerwood produces tracheids which ar.e thicker 
walled-,· thus, influencing' st:t'ength -properties of both paper and lumber. 
Studies of the .variables· mentioned above .for other species in other 
· areas, have shown considerable variation both· among-stands and between-
trees within a stand. (8) (9) (10). 
Basic·to the:success of any tree improvement program is an under-
standing of the·natural variation in the species of' interest and the 
factors which,· influence, tha,t variation in the important traits. To 
aid·iri determining;thd.si11.formation,·thisstudy·was· initiated with the 
following objectives: 
· 1 ~ · · To· determine' ther.phenotypic patte.rns of geogr~phib. 
2 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Population Sampled .and Stratification of Stands 
The geographic area studied includes most of southeastern 
Oklahoma on· which shortleaf pine grows commercially ( Figure 1) • Over 
this area elevation ranges fr.om· 350 feet above· se.a level' in the south-
east to 2400 feet above, sea level izf the Ouachita mountains. The soil 
types range· from. coastal-plain in 'the southeast to Ouachita highland 
soib to the west and' north .• · Annual rainfall for this area varies from 
55 inches· in the southe~st.to 38 inches in' the west; Because of the 
wide range of·environmentalvariables and past cutting practices, site 
indices· for shortleaf- pine- range, from· 26. feet to 75 feet. 
Stands were established at the interse.ction of every fifteen 
minutes of longitude and latitude· if.shortleaf pine were present· 
(Figure 1). ·Fifty stands were established with 'each stand conta,ining 
at least 40 acres of d.mber-; In areas with extreme topographic varia-
tion, two stands were established- .at lower and higher elevations. 
Because of loss of sample ma,terial, Stands 2 and 50 were not used, in 
the analyses. 
Selection of Trees 
Ten dominant and codom:inant, trees were selected from each stand, 
provided·they were not open-grown, The likelihood of similar parentage 
/, 
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Figure 1. Approximate Location of the Study Stands 
by Counties in Southeastern Oklahoma 
(Stand 46, Located in Ottawa County 
· is not Illustrated). 
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of selected trees was: minimized by selec'ting sample' trees a minimum· of 
200 feet apart. 
Collection and Preparation of Wood Samples 
A 12mm increment borer was used to core each sample tree, with one 
core taken completely through the, tree, at. ,diameter breast high, i.e.' 
four and one-half feet above the:· ground.-., Sample cores. were labeled and 
placed in cold storage at thirty-five degrees Fahrenheit until analysis 
could be performed. 
Cores were prepared for analyaes by removing bark arid dividing · 
the core at the pith. Ea'.ch core half was then separated into two 
segments as follows:· 
1. Segment 1 · growth rings 0-10, i.e. , Ji1venile wood. 
2. Segment'2 growth rings 11-20, i.e., mature wood. 
Stal)_d, Tree, and Environmental Variables 
Data collected at each sample, tre.e included the following: 
1. Total height to nearest tenth of ,a foot. 
2. Diameter breast high to nearest tenth inch. 
3. Basal area per acre based on a ten-factor prism. 
4. Site index-using age and height of ten dominant and 
codominant trees. 
5. Elevation to nearest 20 feet. 
6. Age of tree from ring count of core. 
6 
For each stand, average annual rainfall was obtained from the 
nearest weather recording station. Table I contains the tabulation of 
longitude, latitude,·avera:ge elevation, and average annual rainfall 
data, for the 48 stands. 
Wood Quality Variables 
Extracted and unextracted specific gravity was determined by the 
maximum moisture technique· as described by Smith (11) • Each ten..:.year 
segment was extracted, using the modified ASTM (12) procec;lure as out-
lined by Goggans (13.) which removes all of the alcohol-benzene and 
7 
water soluble extractives. Extractive content and its relationship to 
the other variables· in this study was reported in a paper by Posey et al. 
(14). 
Summerwood percentage was det_ermined for each .segment · using a 
modified·bisecting· scope fitted with a vernier caliper. Width of 
springwood and·summerwood to the ne.arest thousandth inch was measured. 
Tracheidlengthwas determined· from the sununerwood of the mature 
wood segment containing rings 11 ... 20. · Slivers of summerwood from each· 
of the 11th:, 15th, and: 20th rings of .each mature wood segment were 
placed· inlabelE!dvials and macerated. The-maceration procedure used 
was that described by Buxton (15). Two slides were prepared for each 
side of each core for a total of four slides .per· tree. The first 25 · 
whole trache.ids were measured on each slide. A "Bioscope" was used to. 
project tracheids· onto a graduated "bull's eye" scale for measurement. 
(16). 
Stand· 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 · 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 · 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 · 
33 
34 · 
35 
36 
37 
38 
TABLE I. 
SUMMARY OF LONGIT,UDE,. LATITUDE, ELEVATION 
AND RAJ;NFALL · BY ST,ANDS 
Average. 
Longitude Latitude ... Elevation. 
94° 30' 33° 45' 403 ft. 
94° 30 I 34° 15' 854' ft .• 
94° 30 I 34° 30' 874 ft. 
94° 30' 34° 45' 816 ft. 
94° 30 I 35·0. 00 I 599 ft~ 
94° 45' 34° 15 I 910 ft.' 
94° 45' . 34° 30' 899 'ft. 
94° 45' 34° 45' 987 ft. 
94 O 45 I . 35° 00' 757 ft. 
95° 00' 34° 15' 801 ft. 
95° 00' 34 O 30 I 1001 ft. 
95° 00' 34 O 45 I 820 ft. 
95° 00' 34° 00' 596 ft. 
95° 15 1 34° 15 I 840 ft~ 
95° 15' 34° 30'. 774 ft. 
95° 15' 34° 45' 808 ft. 
95° 15' 35° 00' 747 ft. 
95° 30' 34 Q 15 I 576 ft. 
95° 30'. 34° 30' 729 ft. 
95° 30 I . 34 Q 45 I 940 ft. 
95° 30' 35° 00' 756 ft. 
95° 45' 34° 30' 861 ft. 
95° 45' 34 O 34 I 719 ft. 
94° 30' 340 15' 1257 ft~ 
94° 30' 34° 30' 1850 ft. 
94° 30' 34'0 45' 1489 ·ft. 
94° 30' 35° 00' 1372 ft. 
94° 45'. 34 O 15 I 1266 ft. 
94° 45' 34° 30' 1737 ft·, 
940 45 I 34° 45' 1545 ft. 
94 O. 45 I 34° 00 1 1217 ft. 
95° 00' 34 O 30 I. 1511 ft. 
95° 00' 34 O 45 I 1368 n: 
95° 15' 35° 00' 1409 ft. 
95° 15' 34 O 45 I . 1326 ft. 
94° 30' 34° 45 I 2100 ft. 
94° 45' 34 O 45 I 2359 .ft. 
8 
Annual 
Rainfall 
46 in~ 
51 in. 
51 in. 
45 in. 
45 in, 
50 in • 
52 in. 
49 in. 
44 iri. 
47 in, 
52 in. 
46 in. 
45 in, 
49 in, 
48 in,· 
46 in, 
45 in, 
48 in. 
48 in, 
44 in, 
44 in. 
47 in, 
44 in, 
51 in, 
51 in. 
45 in. 
45 in. 
50 ino 
52 in, 
47 in, 
44 in, 
52 in. 
46 in. 
45 in, 
46 in, 
46 in. 
46 in, 
9 
TABLE I, Cont;i.nued 
Average. Annual 
Stand Longitude Lat.itude Elevation . Rg.infall 
39 95° 00' 34° 45' 2267 ft. 46 in. 
40 94 ° 30 I 34° 30' 2298 ft. 49 in. 
41 94° 45' 34° 30 1 2080 ft. 50 in. 
42 95° 00' 34° 30' 2037 ft. 50 in. 
43 95° 00' 34° 00 1 1314 ft. 45 in. 
44 95° 15 1 34° 30 1 1497 ft. 48 in. 
45 94° 45' 36° 00' 1000 ft •. 41 in. 
46 94° 45' 36° 00 I 850 fL 41 in. 
47 95° 15 I 34° 00 I . 499 ft. 48 in. 
48 96° 00' 34 ° 15 I 699 ft. 44 in. 
49 96° 00' 35° 00 I - 817 . ft •. 42 in. 
10 
Radial Growth 
Radial growtlii (measured in rings ·per inch)·· was obtained for each 
segment by·dividing·the·nuinber: of rings, usually ten, by the total 
length of: .. the" segment~:· : Rings: per';. inch: has been considered to be an 
"illegitimate reversal· of, varfables" Zobel et al. (9) • However, iri this 
study only wood of.the same:physiological age·wasc9mpared, and since 
the stands· were· reason~bly: even-aged, the· use of· r.ings per ·inch should 
be asuitable:measure of:radial growth. 
Statistical.Analysis 
The basic· model; used: was: the hi.era.rchal.' or· nested classifi.cati.on. 
Since. the degree: of nesting: varied for di.fferent variables, i~ was . 
. necessary to:use: two: forms;ofothe,analysis of variance and covariance. 
The: hierarchal .analysis of:varia'nc;e, described by Sned.ecbr. (17} was used 
to test.:the:significan.ce:of. :var:Latferur for.all.wood qtJality and growth 
variables. 
Each s.egment .. was subdected:,to ··a,n· analysis of the· form in Table II. 
· The two· .corresponding· .segmeilt.· values f.or each'· si.de· of .ea:cq core were 
then averaged t<kgive· two samples per tree containing rings 0-20. · This 
analysis.also· took:.the: ,fonr found in: Table··IL • The averaging proc·edure 
involved:.weighting:.the.:values: obtained· for each segment. befor.e finding 
a pooled average.,· The .me1thod used: was, to. cal.culate weighting factors 
fo.r each segmen.t.:.0£ each'· core· by the foll9wing procedure:· 
11 
Weight .Facto:r ·1 
Ln. ef ·Segment. (0-10) + ·.tn. of Segmen·t (11 ... 20)-
l,n.< of:-Segment (11"":'20) 
Weight::Fa~t:c:11: 2 ~ -·--· -·--· --------·-· -·------------
Ln. of _Segme.nt•.(0;..10) '+ Ln. of Segment (li-20) 
" Th·ese weighting, factors:.were,,.thei!v tJlilltiplied· by the . correspending 
variable val~es: .at>,d 'the, pooled ayerage,:found.· .· This procedure was .. 
necessary·.bec,,.use,. of'.'.:the,.lu..ge .dif.ferences:.i'fi.tv~ltiine..:.,of·· the segments· 
involved. 'A: ·Sinip;J;.e: ~verage· WOUlc;l: have ·giVE!Q' equa].· Weight to the tW.O 
881!1,ples and· produ~ed 1 erroneous, values:· for ·a· co.re· containing rin~s 0-20. 
The calculatio.n of', a.,pooled average was necessaey for spec;:ific gravity, 
stimm.erwood percentage•, and rings· pe1; inch,. · Summerwi;,od , perc~ntage was 
first transformed· using the arcsin~ 'V Summerwood .. ·Percentage ,deeic~ibed 
by Sn.edecot (17) ~ 
· It w~s · net necessary te use a weighting procedure for trachei'd 
lerigths·as• they were· obtained, for· only, the segnient'contil.ining.rings 
11-20. 
Variation patte.rns of tree, and,, environmental variables were 
studied.with 'an. analysis of the· forI'!lliin.'l'able·IiI •. Longitude and 
latitude we're transform.edi from degrees and·'minute~ to· degrees anc;l. tenths -
of- degrees be:fo,re; .a~alysis:. : EJ.eva.tfons.:- ·for· tlie 10 · sel:ected trees per 
stand were aver'agedLto,.·obtai.ti,,the/st~d -.eleva1=ion. 
· Two : types.· of; .. co;rrelations' were·. ·c~leu:J.ated: for . this study. First:, . 
· all .possi]?le ,simpie .·cerll'.'ela:i::t.ons were compu0ted using eq~.ation 1. 
MCP·: x,y 
v'Ms 
x 
fMS' 
y. 
(1) 
TABLE II 
FORM OF ANALYSIS OF VARI.ANGE AS us'En .F:OR.,GROWTH AND 
WOOD QUALITY . VARLABLES, 
Source of Degrees of 
Variation Freedom Expected .Mean .Squares 
Among Stands s-r cr2 + 2 + tccr 2 e ccr t s 
2 2 Between Trees s(t-1) + cr ccrt. e 
Error st(c-1) 2 cr 
e 
s = Number of stands sampled (48). 
t = Number of trees per' stand sampled· (10). 
c = Number of cores per tree per stan.d sampled (2). 
cr 2= Var.iance among-stands,. 
s 
2 
crs= Variance between:..trees within a stand. 
2 
a = Vari~nce due to. error. 
e 
12 
TABLE, III 
FORM OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE .AS USED FOR TR.EE AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES 
Source of 
Vari a ti.on 
Among Stands 
Error 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
s-1 
s(t-1) 
s = Numb,er of stands sampled (48) • 
t = Number of trees per stand sampled (10). 
o2= Variance among-stands. 
s 
Expected Mean Squares ·· 
cr2 + tcr2 
e s 
2 
a = Variance between;..,trees within ·a stand plus error. ; e . 
13 
Where: 
r = Simple correlation,.coeff.icient. 
s 
MCP = Mean cross products b.etween variables x and y. x,y. . . 
MS = Mean square of variable x. 
x 
MSY = Mean square of variable y. 
Simple correlation coefficients at both the among-stand and between-
14 
tree levels were pos.sib·le/ for,, a11· weod. qua:lity and ·growth variables, but 
only the among-stand, level was considered·· for tree and environmental 
vaiia:bles. 
For the sec'ond · type·~ ,aJ,.1 possible 'variance cpmpone;nt correlations 
were calculated, using equation 2 for the, same va1;iables and levels 
mentioned above. 
rg = 
Where: 
, a 
x,y 
la2 la2 
x y 
(2) 
r = Variance coinporient.correlation coefficient. g ., 
a .. ·component of covarian.ce between :variables' ~ and y. 
x,y 
a2 = Variancecomponent,for variaple x. 
x 
cr 2 = Varia11ce. component, for variable y. y 
For a simple correlation coefficient.a level of significance can 
be established,, ... However, .beca,use the'. distribution of the variance. 
component correiation is unknown· tlii.s t~pe .of test is not, possible for 
this coefficient., This· fact· .does not pt'event the calculation of the 
variance of theser coEffficients by the method described by Becker (18) 
· , using a• modified :.'versd.:on,. of his,. equation., · The modif'ied 'equation ·used 
·to calculate the variance.af:'.the coinponent'correlation for the stand 
level can .be obsearved.:in.Fd.gure 2. · The variance of the tree-level 
MS MS + t-K:P2s SX SY 
2 
MStxM\y + MCP t 
-------+-------
fs + 2 ft + 2 
2MS 2 
sx 
2 
2
.MStx 
----+----
fs + 2 ft + 2 
2 
2MSsy 
fs + 2 
+ 
2 
2MSty 
ft + 2 
2 VAR.(r ,t "." r g ~-----~--------+ +-------~ 
d cov s l+Kt (cr!J 2 
2MSsx MCPS 2MS tx l-1::P t 2MS l-1::P 
.sy s 2MSty M:Pt 
+ + 
fs + 2 ft+ 2 fs + 2 ft+ 2 
+ 
K~ cr;x COVs K~ o2 COV sy s 
rg • Stand Component Correlation. 
fs = Degrees of freedom at stand level. 
ft a Degrees of freedom at tree level. 
Ks• Coefficient for stand component of variance. 
MSsx .. Mean square at stand level for trait "x". 
MS sy • Mean square at ·stand level for trait "y". 
MStx ,. Mean square at tree level for trait "x". 
MSty • Mean square at tree level for trait "y". 
K:Ps • Mean cross products at stand level for traits "x" and "y". 
MCPt = Mean cross products at tree level for traits "x" and "y". 
cr2 • Stand component of variance·for trait "x". 
SX 
cr2 • Stand component of variance for trait "y". 
sy 
COVs • Stand component of covariance. 
2MCP2 
s 
+ 
fs + 2 
4Kt (o2 ) 2 
sy 
2tt::P2 t 
ft+ 2 
2Ki o;x cr;y 
Figure 2ew Medi:l:ie.d. Equation Used to Calculate· 
· The <variance of the St and Component Correlation. 
I-' 
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component correlation is: found, in·.a like, manner. ' The· standard deviation 
·is calculatedby·simply find:!ng·the.square root-of thevariance a~d is 
used to determine· the· reliabili:ty of the coefficient. ' 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An analysis of· variance was calculated with:' three sources -of' 
variation for each variable by segIJlent. 
The first sourcewas thevariation'among ... stands; significance at;: 
·this· level·indicates· geographic differences exist among.the 48stands 
tested. The second was,the variation between-trees within a stand; 
·significance· at this levelis·important to a selection program, because 
it can beanindicationrthat genetic variance is present~ The third 
· source of· variation, .. which is used to perform the F tests, includes the 
within-tree and .error variance and:.was cumulatively called error. 
Specific Gravity 
Sped.fie· gravity of wood is. probably the most investigated wood 
property in the: historyiof· 'forestry. The two major reasons for this 
interest in· specifi.c' gravity are; 
1. ·The'importance to dry weight yield. 
-2~ The· eaeewith'whichit can be determined. 
Basically, specific gravity is measured either from unextracted or 
ext:i:'acted· wood. · Recently, several researchers have pointed out the 
hazards of·using unextractedwood to point Ot\t trends and relationships 
between traits,, Zobel et al. (9) and Goggans (20), · The present study 
analyzed· both unextracted and extracted wood. Posey et aL (14) used 
, ., 
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this data to repart·on.extractive content of shortleaf.pine in Oklahoma, 
Thus, extractiye content will not .be explored in this thesis, 
T·able IV. presents simple cor;-elations for growth and. wood qu'ality 
variables with several geographic 'variables and is. us.ed to poin.t out the. 
geogl;'aphic trends if present;· A sign:i,ficant trend for unextracted 
specific gravity to increase with 'increasing elevation is observed 
(r = .30) but disappears after extracti9n (t = , 10). · Specific gravity 
of shortlea:f pine in Oklahoma shows a significant trend (ex:= .05) to 
increase from west to- east (r = -.,30) and a slight tendency to increase 
from south to north (r = .13),. These tJ;"ends become·stronger after 
extraction (r. = -.3·2 and r = ,18, re19pectively), Zobel et al. (9) 
working with lobl.olly pine. (Pinus. taeda L .) · in e:i,ght. southeastern. 
states found specific. gravity. to have a tendency to increase · fr.om north 
to south and from .west to east .. 
The· magnitude -of the amon.g""stand arid between-tree variation for 
the five study, variables is· present.ed in Table V. · For both among-stands 
and between,..;trees.,,.the, vat:iation in specific gravity is extensive . 
. Many. investigators working with forest.tree. species have reported· 
extensive na:turaLvariation in, specific gravity (8) (9) (10) (15). 
The_ magnit:ude,.of th.e ,bet;ween::,-tree vari.ation is encouraging from a tree 
. breeder's. viewpoint. fo_r. it. is, this, variation tl;>..at enables the geneticist 
.to pract:foe selection. 
The presertce .. ,.ef extractiyes ... in weod .... caus.es the estimates for 
.. specific, .gravity ,of :unextracited wood to be inflated (Table V) . After 
extraction·, estimates .. of .specific gravity not only have been reduced,. 
but changes· have occurred .. with the ranking of the stand means~. For 
example,• Stand: .. 17 was. ranked nineteenth before extraction and fifth 
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TABLE IV -
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFIGIENTS .FOR GRO~TH-AND' WOOD .:QUALITY 
VARIABLES WITH'.GEOGRAEHT.G.VARIABLES BY . 
STANDS FOR RINGS 0-20 
Longitude Latitude .. Rain.fall Elevation 
Unextracted 
Specific Gravity -.30* ,13 -.03 · .30* 
Extracted 
Specific Gravity -.32* .18 .04 .10 
Summerwood· 
Percentage -.17 .09 -.12 .22 -
Rings Per Inch· -.07 .10 -.17 .16 
Tracheid 
Length .15 -.25 .09. -.09 
*Significant at _ a: = .05. 
TABLE V 
MEANS, MAXIMUM AND MINlMUM VALUES FOR GROWTH AND WOOD QUALITY 
VARIABLES ON THE l3ASISOF-STAND MEANS AND TREE. 
MEANS FOR RINGS 0-20-
Population Stand Means Tree Means 
Variables Mean Min. Max. Min. Max. 
Specific Gravity 
Unextracted .50 .44 .60 .27 .80 
Extracted .44 .39 .49 .25 .55 
Sunnnerwood (%) 32 .82 26.47 39.61 20.40 47,30 
Tracheid Length (mm) 3.17 2.87 3.49 2.30 4.00 
Radial Growth 
Rings P·er Inch 10.20 5.92 18.41 .4 .50 32.80 
20 
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after extraction.· However, the two stands which ranked first and last 
before extraction remained ranked the same after extraction. Posey 
et al (22), working with a shortleaf pine seed source study in 
Oklahoma containing two plantations, found changes in ranked means for. 
one and no change in the other after extraction. 
Table VL contains the a~alysis of variance for unextracted 
specific gravity for rings 0-10, 11-20, · and 0-20. It is seen that the 
mean squares·forboth the among-stand and between-tree levels are 
significant (ex: = .• 01). For juvenile wood (rings 0":'10) the stand compo-
nent does not contain as great 'a proportion of total variance as the 
mature wood segment (rings 11-20), Variation between-trees for juvenile 
woc,d is large (56~18%) as compared to the mature wood segment (27 .86%), 
For the· combined.· analysis (rings 0-20) · the proportion of total variance 
due to variation between-trees is• also. large (50.18%). 
Extracted specific gravity (Table VII) follows exactly the same 
pattern as unextracted specific gravity with all mean squares for among-
stand and·between ... tree levels significant (ex:= .01). 
The presence of geographic variation for specific gravity in 
significant· amounts., .supports the decision by Oklahoma State 
University1 s·Forestry Departmentto·create two shortleaf.pine seed 
orchards.· Forest 0 tree improvement depends upon individual tree selec-
tion, or mass selection, and for selection to be effective, additive 
genetic variance must be present~. For this study, no measure of 
genetic variance is possible but the magnitude of the between-tree 
variance appears to be·of sufficient size to indicate the presence of 
genetic variance. 
TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FdR UNEXTRACTED SPECIFIC GRAVITY FOR SEGMENTS 
CONTAINING RINGS 0-10, 11-20, AND 0-20 (COMBINED) 
Source of F 
Variation d.f. M.S. Calculated 
Rings.0-10• 
Among 
Stands 47 .028686 7.93** 
Between 
Trees 362 .01496 4 .13** 
Error 410 .003619 
Rings·11-20 
Among 
Stands 47 .018512 4.76** 
Between 
Trees 362 .007397 1. 90** 
Error 410 .00389 
Rings 0-20 
Among 
Stands 47 .01821 7. 86** 
Between 
Trees 362 .00817.1 3.53** 
· Error 410 .002318 · 
**Significant at~= .01. 
*Significant at~= .05. 
Variance Var:i,ance 
Component Component (%) 
.000804 7.97 
.00567 56.18 
.003619 35.85 
.000651 10.34 
.001753 27.86 
.00389 61.80 
.000588 10.08 
.002926 50.18 
.002318 39.74 
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TABLE VII 
ANALYSIS OF VAR!ANCE FOR EXTRACTED SPECIFIC GRA\l!TY FOR SEGMENTS 
CONTAINING RINGS 0-10, 11-20, and 0-20 (COMBINEb) 
Source of F. Variance Variance. 
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Variation d.f. M.S. Calculated . Comp.onelit ... C~ponent . (%) . 
Rings 0-10 
Among 
Stands 47 .007492 4 .45** 
Between 
Trees 362 .003723 2.21** 
Error 410 .001682 
Rings·ll-20 
Among 
Stands 47 • 009928 3. 43** 
Between 
Trees 362 ,005002 1.73** 
Error 410 .002892 
Rings.0-20 
Among 
Stands 47 .006561 4.91** 
Between 
Trees 362 .00327 2,45** 
Error 410 .001335 
**Significant at~= .01. 
*Significant at~= .05. 
.000221 7.55 
.00102 34090 
.001682 57.55 
.000289 . 6.81 
.001055 24.90 
.002892 68.29 
.000193 7.73 
.000967 38, 77 
.001335 53 .51 
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Sunnnerwood Percentage 
The literature contains few reports concerning the geographic 
variation of summerwood percentage. ·Larson (5) working with slash 
pine (Pinus elliottiL Engelm.) reported, that summel:Wood percentage 
increased fronr.north.to south .and from .east' to west within the species 
range. Between .... tre.e· variation was also observed, but could not be 
completely explained,by environmental factors; thus, inheritance is 
expected to be important to summerw,ood percentag~. 
Geographic, trends for· summerwood· (Table IV) showed a tendency for 
sununerwood percentage to decrease with increasing rainfall (r = -.12), 
and to increase from west to east (r • -..17) ... · Sunnnerwood has a tendency 
to increase' with increasing· elevation (r .,, ·.22), but neither this cor-
relation or the others proved significant;:. 
The means and'ranges for summerwoodpercentage based on stand and 
tree means· for rings Q;.,.20 are reported in Table V. · The range on a 
stand meanbasis'is'noti.ceablylarge (26.47 to 39.61), but is conside1;-:-
ably larger between..,:trees (20.40 .to .47 .30). 
The analysis of .variance· for· sUJ;lllllerwood percentage (Table VIII) 
was calculated after the' ar.csine transfo.rmation described by Snedecor 
(17) was performed. This chang~· is· n~cessary when dealing with percent'-
age data to insure: the normality of the data.· In Table VIII all mean 
squares are significant(a: = .01) except for the between-tree mean 
square for the juvenile· wood segment. Since summerwood is rarely 
present in measurable amounts in juvenile wood, this result is not 
surprising (9). 
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TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE :FOR THE ARCSINE'VsUMMERWOOD PERCENTAGE 
SEGMENTS CONTAINlNG RINGS 0...,.10, lh-20 and 
FOR 
0-20 (COMBINED) 
Source of 
Variation d.f. M.S. 
Among 
Stands 47 126.192976 
Between 
Trees 362 43.927336 
Error· 410 38.553592 
Among 
Stands 47 190.249345 
Between 
Trees 362 37.26388 
Error 410 22.047165 
Among 
Stands 47 135,111763 
Between 
Trees 362 27.4739 
Error 410 19.428103 
**Significant at ex: = • OL 
*Significant at ex:= .OS. 
F 
Calculated 
Rings 0-10 · 
3.20** 
1.14 
Rings 11,...20 ·. 
8. 63** 
1.69** 
Rings 0-20 
6.95** 
1.41** 
Variance Variance 
Component Component (%) 
4.918178 10,46 
2. 6{3p872 5,83 
38.553592 83.70 
8.961994 23.21 
7.608357 19.70 
22.047165 57.09 
6.3055 21.19 
4,022898 13~52 · 
19.428103 65-29 
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In all cases,the among ... stand·component.is·iarger than the between-
tree component.· The presence of thegreater proportion of total 
variance attributab!l .. e. to .the among .. stand. component,•·is due in part to 
the range·ofen.vironmental·variables' found in this·study. Therefore, 
the possibility· of· racial variation cannot be excluded •. -
The between""tree·variancecoinporientfor the mature wood segment 
(rings 111-20) has a significant.percentage of· total variance (19 .• 7%), 
This is evidence. that; summ.erwood,.is, in part·; genetically controlled 
and indicates .that .progress through,.selection ;for summerwood percentage 
can be made. 
Rings Per Inch 
Geographic trends . for rings per. inch are not as pronounc~d as 
would be· .expected',: , The' .. tende1u:Y: exists for slower- growing trees to be 
found .at .the higher elevations (r == .16).,. and in areas with low annual 
rainfall .(r' =, o.-.17)..; .however:,·.these.correlations are not significant~ 
Radial· growtli·.expressed .. as rings per inch proved to be extremely 
variable .. both'.among..;.stan'ds, .and .. bet:weeri. .... trees. · As shown in Table V, 
radial growth· has· a:.mean.of 10 .2 :rings .per inch with a range of 5 .9 to 
18.4· rings per· inch0 on a.stand mean'basis~ ·Ona tree'-to-tree basis the 
variability· in growth rate'.proved to be much· greater, with some trees 
having a radial growtJi:,.rate of .32 .8 rings'.per· in.ell.,· ap.d others having 
only 4 .s- rings· per .inch'.·_· Si'n<;:e growth 0.rate ,is dependent upon many 
environmental , variables., .. it . is . not surprising, · that· ex tens i 've variation 
is obser.ved for. r~dial· growth of .sliol;'tleaf pine in Oklahoma, with its -
wide range· of-environmental conditions~ 
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All means squares for rings per inch are significant at o: = . , 01 
(Table IX), The proportion of variance due to stands and between-tree 
sources remained reasonably constan·t for all three segments. The 
between-tree component of variance contained over 50% of the total 
variance for all three segments·. Since radial growth has been reported 
to have a low heritability (23), most' of this large between-..tree 
variance is probably due to env;i.ronmentalvariables associated with 
growth. Stand density, site index, and so.ii characteristics vary 
greatly from tree-to-tree within a stand are likelyto be the principle 
variables causing this large between-tree variation. 
Tracheid Length 
Tracheid length has been reported by many investigators to vary 
signif:i.cantly between-trees, within a stand (9) (24). Highly significant 
differences among geographic sources of lob1olly pine have been reported 
by Zobel et al (9) and Echols (25). · Zobel et al. (9) also found a 
tendency for tracheid length of lobl'olly pine. to increase · from north to 
south, This same tendency.was observed for shortleaf pine in Oklahoma, 
but the correlation coefficient is not significant, (r = ,25, .Table IV). 
A g.reat amount· of variation among-stands· and between-trees is 
observed with ranges of 2.87nm to 3·,49nnn and 2.30mm to 4.00mm respect-
iv.ely (Table V) . . Table X presents. the analysis of variance . for tracheid 
length; it is noted that a great amount of variation occurs within a 
tree (87.03).· This source of variation also contains an:y experimental 
error associated with measurement. However, both the' among-stand ·and 
between-tree mean squares proved significant, (o: = .01 and o: =.05 
respectively).· . The between-t.ree component was almos.t twice as large 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR RINGS PER INCH FOR SEGMENTS 
CONTAINING RINGS 0-10, 11-20, and 0-20 (COMBINED) 
Source of 
Variation d.f. M.S. 
Among 
Stands 47 101.656395 
Between 
Trees 362 26.709353 
Error 410 5.750037 
Among 
Stands 47 240.33647 
Between 
Trees 362 54,279065 
Error 410 10.520098 
Among 
Stands 47 150.841105 
Between 
· Trees 362 29.608562 
Error 410 3.937890 
**Significant at~= .01. 
*Significant at~= .05. 
F Variance Variance 
Calculated Component. Component 
Rinss 0-10 
17. 77** 4.390449 21.29 
4.65** 10.479658 50.82 
5,750037 27 .89 
Rings 11-20 
· 22.85** 10.899371 25.17 
5,16** 21.879484 50.53 
10.520098 24.30 
Rings 0-20 
38.31** 7 ,101886 29.75 
7,52** 12.835336 53.76 
3.937890 16,49 
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TABLE X 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE AVERAGE TRACHEID-LENGTH OF 
SUMMERWOOD RINGS 11, 15, and 20 
Source of F Variance Variance 
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Variation d.f. M.S. Calculated Component- .Component:'(%) 
Among 
Stands 47 .305924 
Between 
Trees 362 .17017 
Error 410 .143341 
**Signif icar1.t at a: = .01. 
*Significant at a: = • 05, 
2.13** .007953 4.83 
1.19* .013414 8.14 
.143341' 87.03 
as the among-stand component (8.14% vs. 4.83%). The possibility that 
tracheid length is in part genetically controlled is suggested by the 
relationship between the sizes of these two components. In support of 
this possibility, Dadswell et al. (27), working with slash pine, found 
the heritability of tracheid length to be high (O. 73), 
Correlations 
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The use of simple correlations with phenotypic studies is wide-
spread (8) (9) (10). However, to the author's knowledge this study is 
the first to calculate variance component correlations for this type of 
study. Although these correlations are not 'true genetic correlations, 
a high correlation with a small standard deviation would imply that a 
possible genetic relationship exists. A genetic correlatio.n is calcu-
lated in .the same manner, as the variance component correlations for 
this study. However, the components used to calculate the genetic 
correlation .contains. only genetic variance, while those for this study 
contain both gen,etic' and environmental variances. 
The following discussion concerns the variance component correla-
tions for:the maturewood segment. This segment is used because mature 
wood (not confounded:with•juvenilewood) is the better estimate for 
whole treewood, and makes possible comparisons between trees of· 
different ages (26). All other component correlations and simple 
correlations are tabulated in the Appendix for comparison by the 
reader.· ·The·variancecomponent correlations for rings 0-10 and 0-20 are 
found in Tables• XIII ,through XVI and the simple correlation coefficients. 
are found·in Tables.XVII through XXII. 
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Relationships between Growth and Wood Quality Variables 
The correlation coefficients for mature wood are found in Table XI, 
with the standard deviations given in parentheses immediately under 
each coefficient.· The coefficients· based on the among-stand component 
are above the·diagonal line and those based·on the between-tree 
component are below the line. 
The:relationshipbetween unextracted specific gravity and tracheid 
length at both: the stand and tree· levels proved weak (r = .344 + .267 
and r = .131+ .228 respectively). For extracted· specific gravity and 
tracheid length· the .coefficients are larger~· but ·standard deviations 
remai.ned large (r = .480 ± .285) for stand and (r = .236 ± .252) for 
tree levels.· Thus·,· the· tendency exists for tracheid length to increase 
with increasing specific gravity. The opposite trend was found in 
loblolly·pine by Zobel et al. (9). Because increasing specific gravity 
and tracheid· length are both important to tree improvement, a problem 
could occur with selection for high specific gravity, if a resulting 
decrease in tracheid· length occurred •. However, this does not appear 
to be a problem for shortleaf pine in Oklahoma. 
At·the stand.level, a strong relationship exists between rings per 
inch and unextracted specific gravity (r = .768+.123). After extrac-
tion, this relationship· is not as strong (r- = .460 + .198) but appears 
reliable~· It seems· that a tendency exists on a racial basis for faster-
growing stands in Oklahoma to produce .wood with lower specific gravity. 
This relationship appears to imply· that selection in fast-growing 
stands would result in trees with lower specific· gravity. However, the 
consensus of resear:chers in forestry·.is that radia.l growth has little 
.. 11¢' 
.,"'~ 
TABLE n 
COMPONENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (IN PARENTHESIS) 
FOR GROWTH AND WOOD QUALITY VARIABLES FOR RINGS 11-20 BASED ON 
THE AMJNG-STAND (ABOVE LINE) AND BETWEEN-TREE 
(BELOW LINE) COMPONENTS 
Unextracted Extracted 
Specific Specific Summei:wood Rings Per Tracheid. 
Gravity Gravity Percentage Inch Length 
Unextracted ~ .899 .507 .768 .344 Specific Gravity ( .056) ( .159) ( .123) ( .267) 
Extracted .865 ~ .521 .460 .480 Specific Gravity ( .034) ( .173) ( .198) ( .285) 
Sum.merwood .662 • 821 .313 . .458 
Percentage ( .115) ( .118) ( .166) ( .224) 
Rings Per .464 .376 .347 -.134 
Inch . ( .085) (.094) ( .097) ( .244) 
• . 
Tracheid .131 .236 -.283 • 140 
Length ( .228) ( .252) ( .254) ( .160) 
(.,.> 
t,.) 
to do with· specific gravity per· se (20) ·, This study compared mature 
wood of the same age (rings from pith);·however, the stands varied in 
ages from 21 to 87 years old, Thus, wood compared was the same age 
from pithbut·was grownundermany different environmental conditions, 
which. may have influenced the relat~onship between rings per inch and 
specific gravity. 
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On a between-tree basis,· the correlations between unextracted and 
extracted specific gravity with rings per inch are r = .464 + .085 and 
r == • 376 ±: .094, respectively. These· correlations are not large but 
their. standard deviations imply that they are reliable; therefore, a 
tendency exists for faster-growing trees to have lower specific gravity.· 
However, even if this relationship sho~ld prove in part due to heredity, 
the large variation found between-trees will allow the selection of 
fast-growing· t;rees with no reduction in specific gravity. Zobel et al. 
(9) working with loblolly pine reported a tendency for faster-growing 
trees' to· have lower specific gravity but found no indication that a 
fast'-growing·stand on a good site produced wood of lower specific 
gravity. 
Summerwood percentage is observed to be related to specific 
gravity on a stand.basis and extraction did not 'affect the coefficient 
in a significant manner ( for unextracted r = .507 + .159 and for 
extracted specific gravity r ==· .521 + .173) . On a between~tree basis 
the coefficients are of a greater magnitude and after extraction the 
coefficient becomes; considerably, larger:, (r = .662 + .115 before and 
r = .821+ ,118' after). The direct relationship between specific 
gravity and summerwood percentage.has been consistently reported in the 
literature (5) · (6) (7), The meaning of this relationship to tree 
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improvement· is that· selection in stands with high specific gravity for 
trees with high specific gravity will also yield wood with a high sunmier-
wood content:, if· this' relationship is genetic in nature, 
The relationship' between rings . per .. in.ch and summerwood percentage 
does not· appear to be-strong for both the stand and tree levels 
(r = .313 + .166 and r = .347 .±. .097, respectively). Thus, a tendency 
for faster·growing' trees to produce wood of low suIIm1ei:wood content 
exists. As with specific gravity and·rings per inch, much of this 
relationship can probably be accounted· for by environmental variables 
rather than hered:i.ty. 
A tendency'exists for stands producing wood of high summe:rwood 
content to produce longer tracheids (r = .458.±. .224). The reverse is 
true on a between-tree basis (r =-,283 + .254), but the standard 
deviation is of a size to raise questions as to the reliability of this 
coefficient:,· · The relationship between tracheid length and rings per 
inch at both the, stand and tree levels have standard deviations of a 
sizeto'render'interpretation impossible. 
As was·expected, the correlation between.unextracted and extracted 
specific gravity is• higk.(for the stand lev:el r = • 899 + , 056 . and for 
the treelevel·r = .865 ±. .034). Even though this correlation is 
strong, for the· best' interpretation of· the data·, extracted specific 
gravityis·preferredbecause e~t:i:'active content can.mask·the true 
relationships (20). 
Relationships Between Growth. and Wood Quality 
Variables with Tree and Environmental 
Variables 
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Table· XII presents. the correlation coefficients for the .among-
stand level only,· 'Befo:re extraction, specific gravity showed a strong 
relationship to age'. of< tree (r' = . 667 + ,137); which after extraction 
was reduced ( t'' =' .315·· +, .. 209) . · · This ·is .. a result of older trees 
contai_ning· more; extra.ctives,, which· inflates· specific gravity of 
unextracted wood'.· · The relationship betll1een · specific gravity. and eleva-
tion is'present;though'notstrong (r.= ,329·±,190). Therefore, a 
tendency exists· for stan,c;ts· at th'e .higher· elevations to produce wood 
with· higher specific' gravity',· · The• same tendency is noticed for percent-
age of sunnnerwood with elevation (r· = .387 ± ,138). Rings per inch also 
showed·, a' slight 'tendency to' increase· with· increasing elevation, that is, 
slowergrowirtg· stands are: found 'at higher eleva.tions. Tra.cheid length 
did not show' meanirtgfuJ., reil.ationships with the· other· variables_ included 
·in this study. 
TABLE XII 
COMPONENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (IN PARENTHESIS) FOR GROWTH 
AND WOOD QUALITY VARIABLES WITH TREE AND ENVIRONMENT .. U. VARIABLES FOR 
RINGS 11-20 BASED ON THE AM>NG-STAND COMPONENTS 
Diameter 
Breast Site Basal 
Age Height Height Index Area Elevation 
Unextracted .667 .178 .330 -.248 -.296 .444 
Specific Gravity ( .137) ( .189) ( .201) ( .184) ( .197) ( .158) 
Extracted .315 .293 .149 .112 -.050 .329 
Specific Gravity (.209) ( .201) ( .238) ( .211) (.229) ( .190) 
Summerwood .179 -.028 .089 -.140 -.191 .387 
Percentage ( .171) (.169) t .1:88) ( .164) ( .176) ( .138) 
. Rings Per .933 • 046 .446 -.556 -.439 .265 
Inch ( .044) ( .171) ( .165) ( .121) ( .156) ( .152) 
Tracheid -.161 .276 -.013 .296 .368 -.138 
Length ( .235) ( .216) (. 257) ( .214) (. 226) ( .212) 
w 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
This·studywas designed to determine the phenotypic patterns of 
variation and the· relationships among specific gravity, .summerwood 
percentage,rings per'inch, ap.d tr'acheid·iength in shortleaf pine in 
· southeast· Oklahomai, ·· Patterns of variati'on' were studied with the aid of 
analyses of· variance· a1,1d relationships wi_th correlation coefficients 
calculated with variance components. 
Phenotypic v:ar.iation· for three age . classes of wood was evaluated: 
juvenile wood (rings 0-il.O}.·, mature wood (rings 11-20), and the combined 
segment· ( rings 0--20) ·, 'rhe mature wood segment was used to discuss the 
relationships'among'traits and among traits• and environmental variables. 
Geographic·variation·was responsible for a significant proportion 
of the total-.variance,.for specific gravity, summerwood percentage, 
rings per inch, and tracheid length·, for rings 0"'-10, 11-20, and 0-20. 
Evidence· of" racial: variati.on in shortleaf' pine· for· specific gravity 
was·present·with:a tendency to increase from south to north and from 
west· to east.. A weak, tendency for t:tacheid length to increase. from 
north. to'.south· was. obs.erved. •.SmQlerwood: was observed to increase from 
west· to east,~• · Only. the• trend for, specific gravity to increase from 
west toreast.·wass!l..gnif.icant .(~.--= .• OS)., ·ThepossiJHl-ity of inter-
specific, hybridization:. occurring be.tween short leaf and lob lolly pine, 
· exists·.atthe·eastern: and: southem:.edges of the•study area and could 
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have· affected· these,·rel~ti.onships •. Specific: gravity, summerwood 
percentage;· and· rings per inch all· showed·· a tendency t6 increase with 
increasing elevation. · Sullllllerwood. pereentage arid rings per inch both 
show·a tendencyto:increase.with, decreasing:annualrainfall, but 
specific gravity and: tracheid length. showed· no relationship to rainfall. 
The presence:of·these·trends and the significance of the among-stand 
variance seems to support.the decision by Oklahoma,,State University's 
Forestry Department to· establish two· shortleaf pine seed orchards on. 
the basis of geographic location. 
Between. tree variation was significant: for all four variables. 
The magnitude of the _betweena..tree variance suggests that genetic 
variance of a magnitude to justify a selection program may be present 
for specific gravity,·summerwood percentage, t:racheid length, and rings 
per inch. However:,, further study• to· determine the. magnitude of genetic 
. ' . 
variance and' the heritability oLthese traits· is needed' to plan a 
program of breeding and selection. 
The use of specific gravity of extracted wood is preferred to 
specific·gravity of unextracted wood. For estimates of phenotypic 
variation in specific gravitythe differences'between unextracted and 
extracted specific,gravitywere not significant; however, several 
relationshipl,Fwere changed. 
Extracted specific gravity had a tendency· to increase as tracheid 
length increased at•,both· the· stand. the tree levels. ·The· reliability of 
these correlations was questionable due to their standard deviations; 
however, it is encouraging that selection for specific gravity may not 
result in a decrease in tracheid length. 
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The· tendenci· uist~' for· faste.r.,-growing trees to . produce wood of 
lower specific gravity and' summerwood '.content·, but mucb of· .this relation-
ship· is eJC;plainable·withenvironmental-·variables at the stand.level. 
This relationship at;· the' tree. level· would be discquraging were.,it ·n.ot 
for the large· between-,,tree variatio?l,, resu,lting in .many fast:""growing . 
trees with high sp·ecific gravity and sunnnerwood cont;:erit. 
Trees with a high' perceµtage ·of su:mnierwood had a strong tendency 
· to produce'wood with:high'specific gravity and a slight tendency to 
produce wood with, longer tracheids. · · Traclietd length. and' .rings pet in.ch 
were hot related. 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE XIII 
COMPONENT CORRELATJ!ON COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (IN PARENTHESIS) FOR 
GROWTH AND WOOD QUALITY VARIABLES FOR RINGS 0-10 BASED ON THE AMONG-STANJ;> 
(ABOVE LINE) AND BETWEEN-TREE (BELOW LINE) COMPONENTS 
Unextracted Extracted 
Specific Specific Summerwood · Rings Per Tracheid 
Gravity Gravity Percentage Inch Length 
Unextracted • 798 .201 .925 -.124 
Specific Gravity (.173) (.249) (..136) ( .317) 
Extracted .636 .459 .662 .019 
Speci_fic Gravity '(.041) ( .207) ( .1~8) ( .313) 
Summerwood .284 .665 .342 .008 
Percentage < .191r ( .272) (.188) ( .260) 
Rings Per .312 .448 .500 -.188 
Inch ( .066) (.080) ( .252) (.249) 
Tracheid .198 .265 .013 .061 
Length ( .170) (.216) ( .485) ( .161) 
.i::,. 
.i::,. 
TABLE XIV 
COMPONENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (IN PARENTHESIS) FOR GROWTH 
AND WOOD QUALITY VARIABLES WITH TREE AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES FOR 
RINGS 0-10 BASED ON THE AMONG-STAND COMPONENTS 
Diameter 
Breast Site Basal 
Age Height Height - Index Area Elevation 
Unextracted 1.036 .173 .490 -.502 -.225 .340 · 
Specific Gravity .117 (. 213) ( .208) ( .186) ( .230) ( .193) 
Extracted .611 .311 .180 -.100 -.200 .073 
Specific Gravity ( .169) ( .198) ( .235) (.209) ( .224) ( .201) 
Sununerwood .230 -.169 -.104 -.283 -.350 .148 
Percentage ( .190) ( .183) ( .208) ( .175) ( .183) ( .179) 
Rings Per .929 .096 .474 -.504 -.482 .042 
Inch ( .056) ( .175) ( .166) ( .135) ( .156) ( .166) 
Tracheid -.161 .276 -.013 .296 .368 -.138 
Length ( .235) ( .216) ( .257) (. 214) ( .226) ( .212) 
~ 
V1 
TABLE XV 
COMPONENT CORRELAI'.ION COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (IN PARENTHESIS) FOR GROWTH 
AND WOOD QUALITY VARIABLES FOR RINGS 0-20 BASED ON THE AM'.>NG-STAND 
(ABOVE LINE) AND_BE'i'WEEN-TREE (BELOW LINE) COMPONENTS 
Unextracted Extracted 
Specific Specific Summetwood Rings Per Tracheid 
Gravity Gravity Percentage Inch Length 
Unextra.cted ~ .791 • 359 .956 . .121 Specific Gravity ( .111) ( .193) ( .096) ( .290) 
Extracted • 717 . .456 .558 .320 
Specific Gravity ( .040) ( .183) ( .178) ( .294) 
Summerwood .292 .650 .• 293 .295 
Percentage ( .116) ( .115) ( .166) ( .234) 
Rings Per .352 .380 .285 -.157 
Inch (0.63) ( .072) ( .115) (. 239) 
Tracheid .237 .254 -.150 .119 
Length ( .181) ( .207) ( .304) ( .151) 
~ 
°' 
TABLE XVI 
COMPONENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (IN PARENTHESIS) FOR GROWTH 
AND WOOD QUALITY VARIABLES WITH TREE AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES FOR 
RINGS 0-20 BASED ON THE AIDNG-ST.AND COMPONENTS 
Diameter 
Breast Site Basal 
Age Height Height Index Area Elevation 
Unextracted · .981 .203 .445 -.423 -.277 .405 
Specific Gravity (.092) ( .196) ( .197) ( .178) {.115) { .;171) 
Extracted .494 .• 384 .160 .072 -.120 .137 
Specific Gravity { .187) (.190) ( .236) ( .210) { .227) {.199) 
Summ.erwood .178 -.066 -.003 -.164 ·-.234 .245 
Percentage { .173) ( .169) { .190) { .164) {.173) { .151) 
Rings.Per .943 .066 .462 -.543 -.462 .181 
Inch ( .039) (.168) (.159) ( .120) { .150) { .155) 
Tracheid -.161 .276 -.031 .296 .368 -.138 
Length { .235) {.216) { .257) {. 214) { ~ 226) {. 212) 
.i:,,. 
-....! 
TABLE XVII 
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR RINGS 0-10 BETWEEN GROWTH AND WOOD QUALITY 
VARIABLES BASED ON THE AIDNG-ST.AND (ABOVE LINE) AND BETWEEN-TREE 
(BELOW LINE) LEVELS 
Unextracted Extracted 
Specific Specific Summerwood Rings Per Tracheid 
Gravity Gravity Percentage Inch Length 
Unextracted 
............... 
• 720** .179 .628** -.016 
Specific Gravity 
Extracted .644** ~ .394** .489** .047 
Specific Gravity 
Summerwood .157** .316** ~ .277 .020 Percentage 
Rings Per .211** .238** .131* ~ -.097 
Inch 
Tracheid .076 .073 .036 .026 
Length 
**Significant at~= .01. 
*Significant at~= .05. 
.i:,-, 
()0, 
TABLE XVIII . 
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR RINGS 0-10 FOR GROWTH AND WOOD QUALITY 
VARIABLES WITH TREE AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES BASED ON 
Age 
Unextracted 
Specific Gravity • 710** 
Extracted 
Speciftc Gravity .451** 
Summerwood 
Percentage .141 
Rings Per 
Inch . 794** 
Tracheid 
Length -.091 
**Significant at oc = .01. 
*Significant at oc = .05. 
THE AMONG-STAND LEVEL 
Diameter 
Breast 
Height Height 
.1.64 .356* 
.251 .138 
-.137 -.118 
.095 .357* 
.208 .031 
Site Basal 
Index Area Elevation 
-.339* -.122 .233 
-.073 -.121 .051 
-.208 -.255 .119 
-.454** -.369* .035 
.200 .2'3'5 -.095 
.i:,. 
I.Cl 
TABLE XIX 
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR RINGS 11~20 BETWEEN GROWTH AND WOOD QUALITY 
VARIABLES BASED ON THE AIDNG-STAND (ABOVE LINE) AND BETWEEN-TREE 
Unextracted 
Specific 
Gravity 
Unextracted 
Specific Gravity ........__ 
Extracted 
Specific Gravity .864** 
Summerwood 
Percentage .380** 
Rings Per 
Inch .252** 
Tracheid 
Length .034 
**Significant at oc = .01. 
*Significant at oc = .05. 
(BELOW LINE) LEVELS 
Extracted 
Specific Summerwood Rings Per Tracheid 
Gravity Percentage Inch Length 
.878** .459** .599** .193 
........__ 
.470** .344* .246 
.450** ........__ .279 .245 
.176** .152** ~ -.060 
.040 -.087 .052 
Ln 
0 
· TABLE XX 
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR RINGS 11-20 FOR GROWTH AND WOOD QUALITY . 
VARIABLES WITH TREE AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES BASED ON 
THE AMONG-STAND LEVEL 
Age 
Unextracted 
Specific Gravity .529** 
Extracted 
Specific Gravity .240 
Summ.erwood 
Percentage .158 
Rings Per 
Inch ._836** · 
Trache:i'..d 
.· Length 
-.091 
**Significant at oc = .01. 
*Significant at oc = .05. 
Height 
.171 
.242 
.002 
.057 
.208 
Diameter 
Breast Site Basal 
Height Index Area 
.263 -.196 -.208 
.115 .079 0.023 
.050 -.108 -.128 
.345* -.520** -.350* 
.031 .200 .235 
Elevation 
.343* 
.231 
.347* 
.233 
-.095 
VI 
.... 
TABLE XXI 
SIMPLE CORRELATION CO~FFICIENTS FOR RINGS 0-20 BETWEEN GROWTH AND WOOD QUALITY 
VARIABLES BASED ON THE .AIDNG-STAND (ABOVE LINE) AND BETWEEN-TREE 
, Unextracted 
Specific 
Gravity 
Unextracted 
Specific Gravity ~ 
Extr~cted 
Specific Gravity • 727** 
Summerwood 
Percentage .244** 
Rings Per 
Inch .243** 
Tracheid 
Length .076 
**Significant at«= .01. 
*Significant at«= .OS. 
(BELOW LINE) LEVELS 
Extracted 
Specific Summerwood Rings Per Tracheid 
Gravity Percentage Inch Length 
.759** .311*- . -~ 709** .098 
............... .429** .423** .183 
.441** ~ .250 .165 
.220** .078 ~ -.078 
.061 -.030 .048 
IJ1 
·ts) 
TABLE XXII 
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR RINGS 0-20 FOR GROWTH AND WOOD QUALITY 
VARIABLES WITH TREE AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES BASED ON 
Age 
Unextracted 
Specific Gravity • 726*~ 
Extracted 
Specific Gravity .365* 
Summerwood 
Percentage .129 
Rings Per 
Inch .853** 
Tracheid 
Length ':""0091 
**Significant at a:= .01. 
*Significant at a: =.05. 
THE AM>NG-STAND LEVEL 
Diame.ter 
Breast 
Height Height 
.195 .345* 
.307* .127 
-.046 -.037 
.075 .364* 
.208 .031 
Site Basal 
Index Area Elevation 
-.309* -.176 .299* 
.052 -.068 .096 
-~125 -.174 ~218 
-.515** -.373** .162 
.200 .235 -.095 
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